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A thoughtful reader of the psychological literature on judgment and choice might easily walk away with the impression that people are flat-out incapable of reasoning their way through value trade-offs (Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1982). Trade-offs are just too cognitively complex, emotionally stressful, and socially awkward for people to manage them effectively, to avoid entanglement in Tverskian paradoxes, such as intransitivities within choice tasks and preference reversals across choice tasks. But what looks impossible from certain psychological points of view looks utterly unproblematic from a microeconomic perspective. Of course, people can engage in trade-off reasoning. They do it all the time – every time they stroll down the aisle of the supermarket or cast a vote or opt in or out of a marriage (Becker 1981). We expect competent, self-supporting citizens of free market societies to know that they can't always get what they want and to make appropriate adjustments. Trade-off reasoning should be so pervasive and so well rehearsed as to be virtually automatic for the vast majority of the non-institutionalized population.

We could just leave it there in a post-positivist spirit of live-and-let-live pluralism. The disciplinary divergence provides just another illustration of how competing theoretical discourses construct reality in their own image. This “resolution” is, however, less than helpful to political scientists who borrow from cognitive psychology or microeconomics in crafting theories of political reasoning. The theoretical choice reduces to a matter of taste, in effect, an unconditional surrender to solipsism.

I appreciate the editors’ helpful comments on an earlier version of this essay, as well as the editorial and research assistance of Heather Kinney. The research reported in this chapter was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (BNS 732396) and assisted by three institutions: The Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, The Institute of Personality and Social Research of the University of California, Berkeley, and The Mershon Center of Ohio State University.
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At the risk, therefore, of appearing to be an epistemological primitive (a pre-post-positivist), I'll pose the Stone Age question "Who is right?" And, if we can not identify a clear winner, what exactly does it mean to assert that the "truth" lies somewhere between the rationalist and cognitivist positions? What boundary conditions can we identify? When does trade-off reasoning approximate the microeconomic ideal? And when do cognitive, emotional, and cultural constraints make themselves felt? Finally, what are the political implications? Are politicians who acknowledge trade-offs candidly at a serious public-relations disadvantage (as some psychological formulations would suggest)? Can we determine when acknowledging trade-offs can be politically lethal and when it might even be beneficial?

The first section of the chapter lays out the grounds for supposing the worst about the human capacity for coping with trade-offs. The case for pessimism draws on the work of behavioral decision theorists on choice heuristics and loss aversion (Kahneman, Slovic, and Tversky 1982; Kahneman and Tversky 1979); of cognitive consistency and psychodynamic theorists on "bolstering" (Festinger 1964; Janis and Mann 1977); and of anthropologists and social psychologists on "taboo trade-offs" (Fiske and Tetlock 1997; Tetlock, Peterson, and Lerner 1996). Taken together, these arguments suggest that people are reluctant decision makers who do their damnedest to minimize cognitive effort, emotional dissonance, and moral angst by denying that important values conflict. If we assume a pluralistic polity that regularly thrusts important values into sharp conflict (Berlin 1969, 1990), this portrait of the decision maker warns us to expect chronic mismanagement of trade-offs. People, certainly the mass public but probably also elites, will be slow to recognize that core values clash; they will rely on mental shortcuts that eliminate direct comparisons between clashing values; they will engage in the dissonance-reduction strategy of bolstering to reduce the stress of those value conflicts they are forced to acknowledge; and they will resort to decision-evasion tactics, such as buck-passing, procrastination, and obfuscation, to escape responsibility for making choices that inevitably leave some constituency feeling it has gotten the short end of the trade-off stick.

The second section of the chapter qualifies this grim assessment of our capacity to cope with trade-offs. People are best thought of not as cognitive misers but rather as cognitive managers who deploy mental resources strategically as a function of the perceived importance and tractability of the problem. The value pluralism model of political reasoning is in this cognitive-managerial spirit – it specifies when people are likely to invest effort in overtly compensatory trade-off reasoning, as opposed to relying on simple, easy-to-execute heuristics. The model makes predictions con-
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cerning the main effects and interactive effects of political ideology, issue domain, institutional role, and electoral accountability on the complexity of trade-off reasoning. I survey the evidence bearing on these predictions — evidence that includes laboratory experiments on undergraduates, content analyses of both confidential interviews and public statements of elites, and representative-sample surveys of mass publics.

Finally, this chapter presents two exploratory lines of empirical work — one of which suggests that the value pluralism model may exaggerate the flexibility of trade-off reasoning (at least when such reasoning touches on taboo topics), and the other of which suggests that the value pluralism model is correct in crediting people with a metacognitive capacity to shift strategically from simple to complex to simple modes of thinking. Work on taboo trade-offs harkens us back to a pessimistic assessment of human rationality — a view of people as not just cognitive misers but as cognitive primitives who recoil from normatively suspect trade-offs in fear and horror. A key research question becomes: How literally should we take the designation taboo? Are taboo trade-offs “taboo” in the primal Polynesian senses of the term: (a) rooted in unreasoned aversion; (b) extraordinarily resistant to change; and (c) capable of contaminating anyone or anything associated with violations of the taboo? One set of studies investigated whether taboos are pure affect or are rooted in cause-effect beliefs about utilitarian consequences. They did so by assessing whether we could deactivate the moral outrage triggered by taboo trade-offs and present counterarguments designed to deflect common objections that people (who are not too consumed by outrage) offer to such trade-offs. A second set of studies examined the issue of contamination by assessing whether we could transform previously popular politicians into objects of scorn by revealing that their decision process violated the taboo proscription on affixing dollar values to human life. Both sets of studies suggest that taboo is an apt characterization of how half or more of college-educated samples in late-twentieth-century America deal with trade-offs that require attaching monetary values to objects, actions, rights, and responsibilities that our secular society deems sacred.

The other line of work contains more upbeat implications for defenders of mass rationality: It examines popular reactions to political rhetoric that either denies trade-offs (by claiming to possess a dominant option that is superior on all dimensions of comparison) or affirms trade-offs (by depicting choice as a complex balancing act in which different values must be given different weights in different situations). When do people see the embracing of trade-offs by politicians as evidence of moral weakness (lack of principles) and of mental confusion (trapped in the throes of Hamlet-like paralysis)? And when do they see the same style of rea-
soning as evidence of a mature temperament that recognizes the contradictory demands of life? And how do people react to politicians who deny trade-offs? When do they find such political figures inspiring, energizing, and charismatic, or when do they suspect demagoguery? Although trade-off reasoning is often a net political liability, there are noteworthy exceptions. Much depends on the political temper of the times: If people have been primed by recent experiences to place a negative “value spin” on trade-off denial (the shrill demagogue) and a positive spin on trade-off acceptance (the thoughtful statesman), politicians who acknowledge trade-offs can even prevail in the competition for public favor.

So, where will this leave us? The empirical battle over rationality is but three or four decades old. The opening volley – the cognitive critique of homo economicus – scored palpable hits. But the severely bounded rationality of homo psychologicus – the cognitive miser who is prisoner of his or her simplification strategies – has proven too constraining and has already been superseded by a wave of cognitive-manager models that depict decision makers who decide how to decide and who can occasionally even approximate the ideal type of economic rationality. There are reasons for suspecting that this synthetic position – the cognitive manager – strikes a compelling compromise between the economic and psychological world views. But it is hardly likely to be the last word in this dialectical process. Cognitive managers work within complex constraints, including computational capacity, emotional arousal, and cultural norms. There is plenty of room for reasonable disagreement over how tightly constraining these constraints are in specific choice tasks. This chapter traces the yin/yang progression of this debate within my own research program.

OBSTACLES TO TRADE-OFF REASONING

Psychological theorists have identified at least four mutually reinforcing reasons for supposing that people are incapable of doing what micro-economic theory postulates people do routinely.

The first obstacle to trade-off reasoning is arguably the most fundamental: the incommensurability problem created by the absence of a common metric for translating competing values into each other. By definition, trade-offs require interdimensional comparisons – balancing proverbial apples and oranges – that people do not have the cognitive equipment to perform in reliable ways. Most of us do not have carefully calibrated subjective scales to generate judgments of the form: What loss of liberty would I accept to achieve this increment in public safety? How many young American lives is it worth sacrificing to stop genocide in
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eastern Europe or central Africa? Lacking the mental means for making the necessary interdimensional computations, people are hard-pressed to produce reliable (less still, utility-maximizing) answers to trade-off questions. Within choice tasks, we often observe breakdowns in the transitivity of preferences as people choose A over B, B over C, and C over A. Across choice tasks, we often observe that the method of preference elicitation – for example, choice versus matching – determines which side of the issue people endorse. Intransitivities and preference reversals should simply never happen from the standpoint of rational-choice theory (Thaler 1991; Tversky and Thaler 1990). But these anomalies from a rational-choice point of view are readily explained by cognitive theories of choice that postulate widespread reliance on easy-to-execute heuristics. For instance, Tversky’s (1972) elimination-by-aspects rule eliminates the cognitive strain of “compensatory” trade-off reasoning by allowing people to screen options “lexicographically,” one value at a time, typically starting with the most important or salient value and eliminating all options that fail to pass some threshold, and then screening the remaining options on secondary values until only one remains. But there is no free lunch. The price of minimizing cognitive strain is susceptibility to error (in this case, intransitivities in preference). Ironically, the mental escape from trade-offs itself involves a trade-off – an effort-accuracy trade-off.

A second obstacle to trade-off reasoning is emotional. As Leon Festinger (1957) pointed out 40 years ago, most people find it dissonant to acknowledge to themselves that they have sacrificed one value for another. The more important the value, the greater the potential for anticipatory regret, in which people ponder what would have happened in the counterfactual world in which they chose the “other path.” To avoid the cognitive dissonance of acknowledging that one is an incompetent or immoral decision maker, or to avoid sinking into depressive rumination about better possible worlds that could have been, people often “spread the alternatives.” They exaggerate the importance of the chosen value and derogate the rejected value.

A third obstacle is fear of criticism. Critics can always accuse us of having chosen the wrong path, an especially tempting accusation given what prospect theory tells us about the psychophysical tendency for losses on the value we have sacrificed to loom larger than gains on the value we have chosen (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Politicians quite rightly see early career changes in their future when they publicly endorse trade-offs that impose losses on key constituencies. The gratitude of the “winners” is rarely as intense or long-lived as the resentment of the losers.

The fourth obstacle is cultural. From a microeconomic perspective, it should be possible to reduce all values to a single utility metric. But cross-
cultural analysis reveals that although people deem many trade-offs legitimate, they categorically reject others as contemptible and unworthy of any consideration. What accounts for the sharpness of this resistance? Tetlock et al. (1996) have argued that the resistance is not reducible to run-of-the-mill “incommensurability” — the cognitive difficulty of comparing proverbial apples and oranges. Such comparisons may be difficult, but we do them all the time when we balance our household budgets. Moreover, there is nothing embarrassing or shameful about admitting that we make trade-offs when we make decisions about the wine, meat, or leisure time we consume (unless in doing so, we reveal that we’ve violated some religious law or moral precept to which we supposedly adhere).

Rather, opposition to reducing diverse values to a single metric is rooted in “constitutive incommensurability.” The guiding idea is that our commitments to other people forbid certain comparisons. To transgress these normative boundaries, to attach a monetary value to one’s friendships or children or loyalty to a nation-state, is to disqualify oneself from certain social roles, to demonstrate that one just “doesn’t get it” — one does not understand what it means to be a true friend or parent or citizen. We run into constitutive incommensurability whenever the treating of values as commensurable subverts one or both of the values in the trade-off calculus. To compare is to destroy. Even to think about certain trade-offs (less still, to make them) is to corrupt and degrade one’s standing as a moral being in the larger community. In the words of the moral philosopher Joseph Raz (1986: 21): “It is impoverishing to compare the value of a marriage with an increase in salary. It diminishes one’s potentiality as a human being to put a value on one’s friendship in terms of improved living conditions.” Durkheim (1973) expressed the same sentiment in sociological language when he observed that in both “primitive religious” and “advanced secular” societies, people ascribe a transcendental quality to fundamental values of their social order. Even sophisticated citizens of industrialized democracies tenaciously resist treating these sacred values as objects of market or political calculation. Their attitude is less one of utilitarian calculation than that of believers to their deities, a stance of absolute faith that imposes a mysterious barrier around social morality. Violations of sacred or ultimate values are not just cognitively perplexing; they are morally destabilizing. They shake the foundations of our social being, provoking both moral outrage and demands for punishment. And, as Daniel Bell (1980) argued, we should be none too sure that the inexorable advance of technical rationality will sweep such quasi-religious thinking away in the near future. Nineteenth-century predictions of the “end of religion” in the twentieth century have proven, at best, embarrassingly premature. We may be observing here
a deeply human resistance to the homogenization of experience in the technically precise formulas of cost-benefit analysis. People resent the institutional pressures to conform to the “iron-cage” imperatives of functional rationality and economic efficiency. They want – and sometimes insist upon – more out of life.

When one adds up all of the obstacles to trade-off reasoning, one certainly does not have a logically tight case that explicit trade-off reasoning is impossible, but one does have a strong case that it is likely to be rather rare and painfully difficult. One should expect that people will often mismanage trade-offs and that, although elites may be more attuned to value conflicts, educational achievement and social standing will confer little protection against the powerful psychological forces arrayed against candid, self-conscious, and overtly compensatory weighing of conflicting values (Sniderman, Fletcher, Russell, and Tetlock 1996). One should also expect widespread reliance on lexicographic shortcuts, such as elimination by aspects (Tversky 1972), and cybernetic shortcuts (Steinbruner 1974), such as sequential adaptation in which people discover that they have had enough of any given value only after they have had more than enough. These shortcuts “solve” the incommensurability problem by eliminating the need for direct comparisons of conflicting values. People can make trade-offs without being at all conscious of having done so. When the trade-off is called to public attention, we should expect widespread recourse to the trilogy of decision-evasion tactics (Tetlock and Boettger 1994) – buck-passing (transfer responsibility to others), procrastination (delay the day of reckoning), and obfuscation (render opaque where one stands and, ideally, who wins and who loses as a result). And when the trade-off is public knowledge, and so too is one’s responsibility for making the final call, we should expect widespread resort to the dual dissonance-reduction strategies of denial and bolstering, playing down the strengths of the to-be-slighted value and playing up the strengths of the to-be-rejected value, thereby producing the classic “spreading-of-the-alternatives” effect.

How serious a threat do these trade-off avoidance strategies pose to political rationality? Much hinges on subtle issues of governance beyond the province of this chapter. But insofar as one believes, pace Berlin (1969), that trade-offs are a defining feature of any pluralistic polity in which competing groups can never get everything they want and claim to deserve, often as a matter of “right,” there are ample grounds for concern. Once an issue has been successfully framed (in the Gamson, not the Kahneman, sense) as implicating a right, it becomes a taboo trade-off that is exempted from the logrolling give-and-take of normal politics and ceases to be an openly negotiable item. And insofar as one believes that trade-off avoidance carries a steep price tag by inhibiting
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candid discussion of opportunity costs and looming threats, those
grounds for concern are further reinforced. The more adroit interest
groups become in framing their claims on collective resources as entitle-
ments and rights, the more reluctant rational vote-maximizing politicians
will be to make trade-offs that openly challenge the demosclerotic stran-
glehold those groups gradually acquire over national policy (cf. Olson
1982; Rauch 1995).

THE VALUE PLURALISM MODEL

Psychological arguments that stress the difficulty of trade-off reasoning
inevitably collide with the arguments advanced by both evolutionary and
economic theorists that trade-off reasoning is an indispensable and there-
fore universal skill. Coping with scarcity – of time, physical energy, emo-
tional energy, and material resources – has been a fundamental feature
Coping with scarcity is also a defining feature of minimal competence
for citizens in a free-market society in which all self-supporting adults
are expected to set spending priorities within limited budgets (cf. Becker
1981). An apparent paradox thus arises: How do people cope as effect-
ively with scarcity as they do if they are as inept as psychologists say at
trade-off reasoning?

The value pluralism model – presented in detail in Tetlock et al. (1996)
– strikes an uneasy compromise between the functionalist imperatives of
survival in a world of scarcity and the psychological constraints on trade-
off reasoning revealed by the laboratory literature. This model asserts
that although some people and ideological factions are more open to the
possibility that core values clash than are others (a political personality
postulate of the model), virtually everybody can be motivated to engage
in trade-off reasoning when the optimal conditions hold, including that:
(a) scarcity compels people to acknowledge that values conflict (trans-
parency); (b) the values in conflict are both important and approximately
equally important (equal activation/salience of competing values); (c)
people believe that it is culturally acceptable to consider the trade-offs
in question; (d) people see no socially acceptable way of avoiding taking
a stand by invoking one of the trilogy of decision-evasion tactics – buck-
passing, procrastination, and obfuscation; and (e) people believe that
they are accountable to an audience that magnifies motives for self-
critical policy analysis and vigilance.

When all conditions are satisfied, we should expect a relatively rare
pattern of cognitive processing to become quite common: namely, explicit-
ly compensatory trade-off reasoning in which people acknowledge the
legitimacy of conflicting values and propose integration rules for gener-
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ating compromises that give some weight to each conflicting value, with the weighting often varying with the context.

A host of hypotheses follow from the general logic of the value pluralism model. This section summarizes the key predictions and empirical results over the last 15 years:

(a) The model assumes that underlying all political belief systems are ultimate or terminal values (Lane 1973; Rokeach 1973) that specify the end-state goals of public policy. These values—which may take such diverse forms as economic efficiency, social equality, individual freedom, crime control, national security, and racial purity—function as the backstops of belief systems. When we press people to justify their policy preferences, all inquiry ultimately terminates in values that people find it ridiculous to justify any further. Antiabortion partisans consider “because life is sacred” a self-explanatory justification for their position just, as pro-choice partisans consider “women’s liberty” to be a self-justifying justification for their position.

Political ideologies do vary dramatically, however, in the degree to which they acknowledge conflicts among terminal values. Some belief systems are self-consciously pluralistic, accepting the pervasiveness of value conflict and the necessity of trade-offs; others are self-consciously monistic, depicting core values as perfectly harmonious, all pointing in one policy direction (Berlin 1969). From a value pluralism perspective, advocates of pluralistic (usually centrist) ideologies should be more practiced in complex trade-off reasoning than advocates of monistic (usually extremist) ideologies. Here we can report a rather reliable cross-national effect from content and structural analysis of intra-elite political debate: The point of maximum “integrative complexity” in elite political debate often peaks at the center or slightly to the left of center in legislative bodies, such as the U.S. Senate (Tetlock, Hannum and Micheletti 1984), the British House of Commons (Tetlock 1984), the Italian Chamber of Deputies (diRenzo 1967; Putnam 1971), and the Israeli Knesset (Maoz and Shaver 1987).

(b) The value pluralism model warns us, however, not to expect certain ideological groups to be always more prone to complex trade-off reasoning than other groups. Rather, the general expectation is for ideology-by-issue interactions in which the point of maximum complexity of trade-off reasoning shifts from one topical domain to another across ideological groups as a function of whether important and approximately equally important values have been brought into conflict by the framing of the issue. For instance, Tetlock (1986) found that liberals were most likely to reason in integratively complex trade-off terms when the issue frame brought economic efficiency into conflict with social equality (Okun’s, 1975, “big trade-off”), whereas conserva-
tives engaged in the most overtly compensatory trade-off reasoning when the issue frame brought national defense and fiscal prudence into conflict.

(c) The value pluralism model also warns us not to treat explicit trade-off reasoning as inherently cognitively or morally superior to categorical rejection of trade-offs. It is not difficult to identify historical contexts within which contemporary sympathies overwhelmingly favor those factions that vociferously denied trade-offs: Churchillian opponents of British appeasement of Nazi Germany in the 1930s who denounced Chamberlain’s effort to strike a subtle balance between deterrence and reassurance (Tetlock and Tyler 1996); and abolitionists in the slavery debates of antebellum America who denounced free-soil Republicans who sought integratively complex compromises that would avert war and preserve the Union, but indefinitely preserve slavery in southern states (Tetlock, Armor, and Peterson 1994). It is also not difficult to identify historical contexts within which contemporary observers deplore not just one but both of the values that complex trade-off reasoners attempted to balance against each other. Pragmatic Nazis were quick in World War II to recognize the gruesome trade-off between their goals of mobilizing military resources to win the war and devoting resources to the extermination of Jews. There is nothing intrinsically morally meritorious about trade-off reasoning.

(d) The value pluralism model stresses the importance of political accountability as a moderator of how people deal with value conflict (Tetlock 1992). Complex trade-off reasoning should be more common in the rhetoric of governing parties that have responsibility for coping with scarcity than it should be among opposition parties (whose primary role is to incite resentment among those who feel they are getting the short end of the trade-off stick from the governing party). In line with this reasoning, Tetlock, Hannum, and Micheletti (1984) found that when control of both Congress and the presidency shifted from liberals to conservatives, there was a decline in trade-off reasoning in liberal rhetoric and a corresponding increase in conservative rhetoric. Indeed, Gruenfeld (1995) has shown that this “minority-majority” effect even holds up among decision makers who are not subject to electoral accountability, namely, justices of the U.S. Supreme Court. Majority opinions—which often require delicate coalition building and have the force of law—contain more explicit trade-off reasoning than do minority opinions, which offer authors the moral luxury of waxing indignant about the shortcomings of the majority opinion.

(e) Given the limited capacity of the mass public to process complex political messages, the value pluralism model predicts that imminent accountability to the electorate should reduce complex trade-off reason-
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ing, at least in public statements. In the competitive heat of campaigns, political parties should find it advantageous to simplify their messages and downplay trade-offs, thereby minimizing opportunities for critics to highlight trade-offs that impose losses on identifiable, perhaps electorally decisive, constituencies. This prediction holds up well for most presidents of the twentieth century (Tetlock 1981a). But there may well be historical and political-cultural boundary conditions on this hypothesis: How people respond to rhetoric of varying complexity hinges on the evaluative schemata that are most readily accessible for information processing.

Shifting from past to ongoing work, we turn now to two exploratory lines of research. One examines the possibility that there is a large class of trade-offs to which the value pluralism model does not apply – taboo trade-offs to which people are incapable of responding strategically and can only give a gut or visceral response. The other line of work is more in the spirit of the value pluralism model: It examines the possibility that people intuitively appreciate both the strengths and drawbacks of complex trade-off reasoning but must be primed by salient situational cues to apply this knowledge to the evaluation of political candidates and arguments.

**Taboo Trade-Offs: Limits on the Mental Flexibility of Cognitive Managers**

Research on trade-off reasoning has been so completely dominated by utilitarian models of choice that little attention has been given to the possibility that people simply refuse to contemplate – at least consciously – certain trade-offs. Research on taboo trade-offs (in utilitarian terms, values that people stubbornly insist must be assigned infinite value) must therefore grapple with foundational issues. Accordingly, we begin with the definitional problems of what exactly constitutes a taboo trade-off and of which operational indicators might be used to ascertain whether we have stumbled upon a taboo. Conceptual and operational preliminaries to the side, we pose three additional questions: (1) How broad a consensus is there within American political culture on what is a taboo trade-off? (2) Are taboos absolute and unreasoned prohibitions, or is it possible to talk people out of their aversions by presenting arguments that address concerns they may have about the consequences of violating the taboo? (3) Do violations of taboos have the power to contaminate perpetrators and policy proposals associated with them? The second and third issues raise the question of whether taboo trade-offs are taboo in the original anthropological sense of the term. If so, it should be extraordinarily difficult to persuade people to abandon their aversions, and it
should be extraordinarily easy for violations of taboos to taint, perhaps ruin, political careers.

*Moral Outrage as a Defining Property of Taboo Trade-Offs*

Our working definition of a taboo trade-off was any comparison that people deemed illegitimate because the comparison subverted or destroyed a culturally cherished value. Drawing on several lines of inquiry, including attribution theory, cognitive appraisal theories of emotion, and Durkeim's (1973) classic characterization of how people react to violations of the collective conscience, Tetlock et al. (1996) developed a moral outrage index to gauge reactions to “illegitimate” trade-offs. The index consisted of three components that corresponded to the traditional tripartite definition of attitudes (McGuire 1968). The cognitive component consisted of dispositional attributions to anyone who would seriously consider making a taboo trade-off or to anyone who would seriously consider permitting such conduct. Observers often rate advocates of such policy proposals as auctioning babies for adoption or buying and selling human organs for medical transplants as immoral, depraved, and even insane. The affective component consisted of the emotional reactions to transgressors: anger, contempt, and even disgust. Finally, the behavioral-intentional component consisted of support for punishing transgressors and of a desire to ostracize people who are unwilling to punish and perhaps even willing to tolerate such conduct. When respondents judged a series of transactions requiring trade-offs that intuitively varied from the uncontroversial to the contested to the taboo in mainstream political culture, the cognitive, affective, and behavioral components of the outrage index intercorrelate sufficiently to define a scale that passes the usual psychometric standards for internal consistency, with alphas between 0.7 and 0.85, depending on the exact items included in the scale.

*Ideological Subcultures*

With an index of moral outrage for gauging reactions to taboo status in hand, it is reasonable to ask how much consensus exists on what constitutes a taboo trade-off. Tetlock et al. (1996) found substantial consensus within mainstream political culture, with only a few pockets of sharp disagreement, but that the consensus fades quickly toward ideological fringes of society. They asked college student activists with a wide ideological range to report their reactions to three a priori types of trade-off transactions: relatively uncontroversial secular-secular (buying and selling goods and services that American citizens are normally permit-
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ted, even encouraged, to exchange); theoretically taboo secular-sacred (buying and selling goods and services that the American legal system attempts to insulate from the "universal solvent of money"); and sacred-sacred (trade-offs that pit against each other two values both of which are normally insulated from the universal solvent of money).

Several noteworthy results emerged. Most politically consequential, there was substantial agreement between conservative Republicans and liberal Democrats that a wide range of "blocked exchanges" (Andre 1992; Walzer 1983) should indeed remain blocked. In the broadly defined center of the political spectrum – ranging, say, from Ted Kennedy to Jesse Helms – most people concur that moral outrage is the appropriate response to proposals to permit the auctioning of unwanted babies for adoption, competitive markets for transplant organs, and the buying and selling of basic rights and obligations of citizenship, such as draft deferments, eligibility for citizenship, and votes. But the consensus is imperfect. Flash points of disagreement emerge even within the mainstream. Liberals view the buying and selling of conventional medical services and, to some degree, legal services as suspect categories – people seem to be buying health, life, and justice – whereas conservatives are not bothered by such transactions. And these disagreements become extremely pronounced as we move to the libertarian right and the Marxist left. Many transactions that mainstream political culture condemns libertarians accept and even enthusiastically endorse (such as market mechanisms for the placement of unwanted babies and for ensuring an adequate supply of human organs for medical transplants). Only a few conventionally taboo trade-offs elicit moral outrage from libertarians (e.g., paying someone to go to jail in one’s place); by and large, they reserve their outrage for the censorious busybodies who invent “moral externalities” that prevent consenting adults from entering into mutually beneficial pacts, thereby thwarting society’s movement toward the Pareto frontier. By contrast, it is difficult to find transactions that do not elicit at least some outrage from Marxists. Our Marxist respondents were prototypical “censorious busybodies.” Even routine market transactions – hiring someone to clean one’s house and, indeed, the buying and selling of one’s house – provoke a measure of moral condemnation from Marxists, who view labor and commodity markets as inherently exploitative.

But our analysis thus far has been both ethnographically and psychologically thin. We have essentially rediscovered normative prohibitions on value trade-offs that thoughtful citizens already knew existed. And we have rediscovered ideological cleavages that will come as no surprise to political philosophers. Indeed, if the results had come out otherwise, our first reaction would have been to question whether the
self-avowed Marxists and libertarians from undergraduate clubs truly understood the creeds that they ostensibly espoused. It is possible, however, to pose deeper questions about the psychocultural status of “taboo” trade-offs – questions with greater potential to yield surprising answers.

*Taboo Trade-Offs: Unreasoned Aversion or Thoughtful Ideological Stands?*

Imagine that someone proposes to permit a regulated market for buying and selling human organs – hearts, lungs, kidneys, livers, corneas – for medical transplants. Or imagine that someone proposes to allow all “qualified parents” (who pass the regular standards for adopting children) to bid for the right to adopt particular children in need of loving and supportive families. If you are like the overwhelming majority of our sample of 155 undergraduates, your first response is likely to be moral outrage – a composite of emotional and cognitive reactions and punitiveness. These policy proposals elicit such a powerful negative response because they breach taboos; they allow people to affix dollar values to something – human bodies and babies – that well-socialized beings are supposed to regard as sacred. But are taboo trade-offs “taboos” in the Malinowskian meaning of the term, absolute prohibitions, like that on incest, that require no further explanation? Or is there a cognitive component to these aversions? Is it possible to elicit reasons that people object to markets for babies and body organs? And by addressing those reasons in revised policy proposals, is it possible to overcome the resistance?

Approximately 60% of those who object to “marketizing” babies and body organs saw no need for a reason – even when held accountable and pressed for one – beyond the blanket condemnation that “the policy is degrading, dehumanizing, and unacceptable.” We take this assertion to be simply a reassertion of the taboo – an “ugh” reaction that people find odd to be asked to justify. It is as though we had reached the backstop of these belief systems – the *de gustibus* line of defense where people find further queries to be absurd. But what about the 40% of respondents who offer rather specific reasons for considering the proposal unacceptable? Informal content analysis of these reasons revealed that many objections had an egalitarian character. One common concern about medical transplants is the fear that the poor will be driven into deals of desperation. They will need money so badly that they will feel compelled to submit to dangerous surgical interventions – donating part of one’s liver or a kidney – that the well-off would never seriously consider. A widely held fear about baby auctions was that only healthy and attrac-
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tive babies would draw bidders. A related concern is that the price of organs and babies will skyrocket and the market will cater only to the well-off. Another class of objection is more pragmatic or instrumental. Some people are not convinced that all other options have been investigated for increasing the supply of body organs for desperately needed transplants or the supply of parents for babies in need of families. These respondents suspect that “more civilized” solutions to the shortage of organs and parents can be found.

Our research on the “cognitive substrate” of taboo trade-offs assessed how much people change their minds about markets for body organs when we revised the policy proposal to address substantive objections that people raised. One series of questions included the following:

Would you still object to markets for body organs: (a) if you lived in a society that had generous social welfare policies and never allowed the income for a family of four to fall below $32,000 per year (explaining the concept of inflation-adjusted 1996 dollars)?; (b) if society provided the less well-off with generous “organ-purchase vouchers” that increased in value as recipient income decreased (the poorer the recipient, the larger the voucher)?; (c) if it could be shown that all other methods of encouraging organ donation had failed to produce enough organs and that the only way to save large numbers of lives was to implement a market for body organs?

Another series of questions probed reactions to permitting all qualified parents to bid for adoption rights. In one scenario, subjects were assured that if only attractive and healthy babies attracted high bids, then the money raised through the auction would go to create incentives to encourage other parents to adopt less attractive and less healthy babies, as well as to improve the current conditions of institutionalized life for these children. In another scenario, respondents were assured that poor people would not be prevented from adopting children because the program would provide generous vouchers to all poor people who want to adopt children, thereby permitting them to compete with the affluent would-be adopters (again, explaining the concept of vouchers). In a third scenario, subjects were assured that all less-radical possible solutions to the problem of nonadopted children had been explored and proven inadequate.

How successful were we in eroding the taboo through this series of counterfactual thought experiments? Whereas nearly 90% of respondents initially objected to each proposal, opposition fell to approximately 60% in the hypothetical worlds with protection for the poor and unattractive and a guarantee that all other options had been thoroughly explored. For nearly half of the population, the term taboo is apparently too strong. They are willing to consider — in a quasi-utilitarian manner
Tetlock

- conditions under which the benefits of the proposal might conceivably outweigh the costs. For the other half of respondents, though, the term taboo still seems apt. They are prepared to ban exchanges that both donors and recipients believe would leave them better off and that, arguably, would leave many third parties better off as well. In their eyes, taboo trade-offs remain an affront to the collective conscience, a kind of moral externality. As one female respondent protested, "What kind of people are we becoming?" Consequentialist arguments – whether they invoked egalitarian or efficiency concerns – missed the point: This woman's sense of personhood required categorically rejecting the taboo trade-offs. In March and Olson's (1989) terminology, the logic of obligatory, not anticipatory, action governed her choices. She knew with existential certainty who she was, and she knew that she did not fit into a social world that countenanced such transactions. Her decision process is perhaps better modeled as pattern matching than as utility maximizing.

Taboo Trade-Offs as Sources of Political Contamination

Imagine that someone confronts you with what initially looks like a standard OMB-style cost-benefit analysis that makes the case for reducing funding for an inefficient program designed to achieve a worthy goal, such as building hospitals in underserved rural areas, cleaning up toxic waste dumps to the point of zero risk, or eliminating all carcinogens from new food additives. If you are like most respondents – about 75% of them – your first response will be annoyance with government waste and gratitude for those who are trying to stem the hemorrhaging of taxpayer dollars into ineffective programs. Let's say, however, that the cost-benefit analysis includes an explicit dollar valuation of human life. Support for the would-be reformers should now plummet, and they should be pilloried as callous, arrogant, and inhumane.

Operationally, the taboo-contamination experiment takes the following form. In one condition, the taboo trade-off is covert. It is masked by a "deontic" justification that vaguely declares that "morally, it is the right thing to do." The specific scenario was inspired by the Superfund Act:

A government program cleans up toxic waste sites to the point where they pose zero risk to public health. Last year, the program saved an estimated 200 lives at a cost of $200 million. The Danner Commission – whose mandate is to improve the efficiency of government – investigated the program and recommended a set of reforms that were implemented. As a result, this year the program could save an estimated 200 lives – just as many as before – but at a
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cost of only $100 million, a saving of $100 million. If the government kept funding the program at last year’s budget level of $200 million, the program could save an estimated 400 lives.

Now the Danner Commission recommends redirecting the saving of $100 million to other uses, including reducing the deficit, increased funding for programs to stimulate economic growth, and lowering taxes. Based on its analysis of these options, the commission concludes that “morally this is the right thing to do.” What do you think? Should the government keep funding the program at $200 million or should it redirect the $100 million saved to other priorities?

After ensuring that all subjects fully comprehended the policy choice confronting them (via a knowledge test), subjects voted on this proposal, rated their agreement on scales ranging from “strongly favor keeping funding at $200 million” to “strongly favor redirecting the $100 million to other priorities,” and rated the Danner Commission on a host of identity dimensions (moral, competent, and so on).

By contrast, in another experimental condition, subjects learned that

based on its analysis of the options, the Danner Commission has concluded that the cost of saving the additional 200 lives is about $500,000 per life – a cost that it still considers too high and one that cannot be justified, given other needs and priorities. The Commission therefore recommends redirecting the saving of $100 million to other uses, including reducing the deficit, increased funding for programs to stimulate economic growth, and lowering taxes.

Support for the Danner Commission recommendation hovers at 72% when the trade-off is masked by a deontic rationale, but falls to approximately 35% when the trade-off explicitly violates the normative injunction against dollar valuations of human life.

Additional experimental conditions address alternative interpretations. One argument is that people object not to attaching a dollar value to human life but rather to the particular cost estimate that the Danner Commission endorsed. There is nothing inherently wrong about pricing human life, but one should get the price right. To explore this possibility, subjects reacted to a commission that engaged in cost-benefit reasoning and concluded that funding should remain at $200 million because $500,000 per human life is a cost worth bearing. In still other conditions, $500,000 is a bargain; the commission would have been willing to pay either $1 million or $10 million. Although people judge the commission more favorably when it places a higher dollar value on human life, they still judge it less favorably, and substantially so, than when the commission offers a deontic rationale either for keeping
funding at the $200 million level or for redirecting spending to other priorities.¹

Another possibility is that people object to utilitarian reasoning in general and not just to the violation of this specific taboo trade-off. To test this possibility, subjects reacted to a Danner Commission that either redirected funding or kept funding constant and did so “after weighing all the relevant costs and benefits.” Interestingly, vague utilitarian reasoning was every bit as effective in providing political cover as vague deontic reasoning. Tragic choices are best cloaked (Calabresi and Bobbit 1978), and either Kantian or utilitarian cloaks will do the job. People objected to the explicit spelling out of the trade-off. Doing so tarnished the image of a previously well-regarded reformist commission, rendering suspect its entire policy agenda.

These experiments show that previously popular politicians and acceptable policies can be transformed into objects of scorn by revealing that the politicians performed taboo mental calculations in reaching their conclusions. The damage to one’s political identity can be so severe that even possessing an otherwise winning utilitarian argument is not sufficient to prevail in the court of public opinion. The “contamination” findings have important implications. Ambitious proposals to reform budget-busting entitlement programs – Medicare, Social Security – or more modest efforts to cap programmatic budgets can become politically poisonous as soon as defenders successfully frame the issue (in the Gansonian sense) so that the budget cutters appear guilty of a taboo trade-off. The breaches of taboos might take diverse forms: “breaking faith with the elderly” (what price a promise to our grandparents?), “placing a dollar value on the health of the poor or elderly” (what price a life?), “betraying veterans who risked their lives for our country” (what price a sacred trust?), and “short changing the education and care of the young” (what price a child’s dreams?). Big-ticket spending items are not, moreover, the only issues that implicate taboos. Defenders of the Superfund effort to reduce the risk posed by toxic waste dumps to zero, or of the Delaney Clause to ban new food additives that are at all carcinogenic, can always accuse opponents of acting as fronts for business groups who put profits over the lives of children who might eat contaminated dirt or artificially sweetened cereal. In a similar vein, advocates of campaign finance reform can stigmatize opponents as “holding up American democracy for sale”; proponents of state-financed health insurance and legal care can warn of devaluing the lives of the poor and decreasing their access to justice; oppo-

¹ The dollar valuation of $10 million per life is fantastically high; it would quickly exhaust American economic resources as of 1996. The entire U.S. federal budget could save only approximately 170,000 lives.
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ments of capital punishment can argue that it is only a matter of time before an innocent man or woman is executed in a state-sanctioned murder and that, surely, any moral person would pay any price to avoid complicity in such an atrocity.

At this juncture, rational-choice theorists might argue that savvy politicians do not really believe taboo issue framings; they use such rhetoric to cudgel their opponents into submission. Psychological theorists might respond in three ways. First, the presumed efficacy of taboo rhetoric hinges at least on a receptive public, thus conceding the argument at the mass level. Second, the line between rhetoric and reality, public posturing and private thought, is often a fine one. Even accomplished politicians sometimes come to believe what they say via the processes of dissonance reduction and self-perception. Third, there is always the danger of rhetorical blowback (Snyder 1991). Once one announces that Social Security or Jerusalem or Kashmir is sacred and therefore nonnegotiable, one may convince others who, in turn, will hold one accountable for any deviation from that declaratory principle. Politicians thus become prisoners of their own rhetoric.

A more compelling rational-choice rejoinder is the game-theoretic observation that both sides are continually searching for taboo trump cards to play in the rhetorical competition for public support. Thus, we should expect a public dialogue of the deaf, as each side wraps itself in the mantle of a sacred value. But there is hope here for trade-off reasoning inasmuch as our data reveal people to be much more tolerant of sacred-sacred trade-offs than they are of secular-sacred trade-offs. Putting contending values on an equal, moral playing field can be a contribution in itself. As the late Aaron Wildavsky was fond of arguing, environmental programs that claim to save lives need to be weighed not against a dollar metric (opportunity costs of foregone growth) but against another life metric by invoking the causal argument that wealthier is healthier. But this example also illustrates another point: It is rhetorically easier to “sacralize” some issue stands than others. The two-step Wildavskian argument for economic growth requires more cognitive sophistication of the audience than the one-step environmentalist argument: Stop poisoning us!

PRIMING POLITICAL SCRIPTS: DEMAGOGIC OR PRINCIPLED? THOUGHTFUL OR CONFUSED?

The second line of work swings the pendulum partly back toward the rational end of the theoretical continuum on public opinion: It explores whether people have a deeper understanding of trade-off reasoning than the psychological literature has given them credit for possessing. The key
idea is simple: An integral part of folk knowledge in our political culture is that it is possible to attach either positive or negative value spins to either complex trade-off acceptance or simple trade-off denial. Most people can readily imagine circumstances under which they would approve of complex trade-off reasoning – indeed, see it as a prerequisite for any mature, balanced, and thoughtful leadership. Let’s label these mental scenarios the “thoughtful statesman script.” But most people can also readily imagine circumstances under which they might view trade-off reasoning to be morally suspect – as prima facie evidence of a lack of principles, indecisiveness, and a tendency to straddle the fence, vacillate, and obfuscate. There are some things we should not even think of compromising. Let’s call this set of mental scenarios the “opportunist vacillator script.” Conversely, looking at simple trade-off denial, many people can imagine circumstances under which they would deplore this style of thinking as evidence that the decision maker is rigid, self-righteous, and perhaps flat-out incapable of understanding other points of view – what we will call the “demagogue script.” But many people can also imagine circumstances under which they might applaud trade-off deniers as courageous, resolute, and decisive souls who resist the temptation to try to be everything to everybody – what we will call the “principled leader script.”

If we postulate that most people have internalized schemata or scripts that portray simple and complex trade-off reasoning in both flattering and unflattering lights, then drawing on the extensive literature on priming of knowledge structures (Higgins 1996), we should be able to increase the likelihood of positive or negative responses to trade-off reasoning by affecting the mental accessibility of these knowledge structures. Consider the following experiment that adapts standard priming methods for manipulating cognitive availability to the study of perceptions of political leaders. In the first phase of the study (ostensibly concerned with memory), subjects receive biographical information about a politician and expect to be tested for the accuracy of their recall. In one condition, this biographical portrait primes people to think of negative stereotypes of complex trade-off thinkers (the opportunistic vacillator) and of positive stereotypes of simple thinkers (the principled leader); in a second condition, people are primed to think of the opposite stereo-

---

2 Note that this psychological approach does not give people as much credit for a self-conscious capacity to shift from simple to complex modes of thinking as does the cognitive-manager position at the heart of the value pluralism model. Rather, it portrays the shift in evaluative standards (anti to pro complexity) as an automatic reaction to a priming cue, a function of the spreading activation laws of associative memory that determine the ease of retrieving particular cognitions and, hence, the likelihood of those cognitions influencing judgment.
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types in which complexity connotes thoughtfulness and balance (the thoughtful statesman) and simplicity connotes rigidity, intolerance, and self-righteousness (the demagogue); in a third (control) condition, people receive no prime whatsoever.

Here is part of the prime designed to activate the thoughtful statesman script:

Abercrombie is really different from most politicians. He does not shy away from complex problems that have no clear right answers. He tries to understand all points of view (not just those of his campaign donors), to weigh conflicting perspectives carefully in the balance, and to arrive at an integrative judgment only after all the relevant evidence has been thoroughly investigated. He understands that responsible policy must involve trade-offs and compromises among competing groups and constituencies that have legitimate interests at stake. And he is willing to change his mind later should new evidence arise. Even his worst critics have to admire his balanced and thoughtful approach to public policy.

The other prime was designed to activate the evaluative script for the principled leader:

Abercrombie is really different from most politicians. He does not hold up his finger to figure out which way the wind is blowing. He sizes up situations quickly and decisively and makes his positions unmistakably clear, with no attempt to confuse people about where he stands with talk about “on the one hand” and “on the other hand.” He also does not suffer fools gladly. When he thinks someone is spouting nonsense, he lets them know it. And once he does take a stand, you can count on him to stay the course and to be loyal to his convictions. Even his worst critics have to admire his courageous and principled approach to public policy.

After recall tests to ensure that subjects had attended to the “primes,” all subjects moved to a different room under the guidance of a different experimenter to participate in a supposedly unrelated study of attitudes toward controversial issues. Subjects then listened to excerpts from two political speeches: one on the balanced budget amendment and the second on school vouchers. The experimental design is rather complex. Each speech took one of six forms. The speaker either supported or rejected the policy proposal and engaged in either no trade-off reasoning or moderately or extremely complex trade-off reasoning in reaching this policy conclusion.

The “trade-off denial” anti-voucher speech warned of “the destruction of public education and the creation of deep and divisive inequities in access to quality education, inequities far worse than currently exist.” In the pro-voucher condition, the trade-off-denying speaker urged “the introduction of badly needed competition in a public school system that
only the relatively wealthy can now escape. Only by vigorously stimulating competition can we improve the quality of education for the entire population and ensure that schools are run for the benefit of the children, not public service employees’ unions and overpaid administrators.” The moderately complex trade-off acceptance speech conceded the legitimacy of the arguments invoked by the other side but then proceeded to take exactly the same side as before. The highly complex trade-off acceptance speech not only conceded some legitimacy to the other side’s concerns but noted that which position you take depends on balancing competing risks, as well as on which factual claims you believe. The speaker conceded that there were good grounds for being suspicious of public monopolies but also good grounds for believing that education is a legitimate and central function of government (ensuring that all citizens have some common experiences in growing up). The speaker also conceded that there were good grounds for believing in markets (that they deliver goods and services more efficiently) but went on to acknowledge good grounds for expecting markets to amplify inequality. The speaker concluded by noting that where one comes out on this issue hinges partly on judgments of which consequences one considers more likely (issues of fact), and partly on which consequences one deems more important (issues of moral valuation). The speaker then came down on one side or the other (always as emphatically as in the simple speech so as to hold the perceived issue position of the speaker as constant as possible across conditions).

The trade-off denial speech in support of the balanced budget amendment declared that

our federal government has demonstrated, beyond a reasonable doubt, that it was incapable of living within its means. Our elected representatives will always give in to special interests that demand just one more tax loophole, one more subsidy, one more low-interest loan, one more pork-barrel project…. Without the discipline of a binding, no-loophole constitutional amendment, the country will inexorably continue on a path of rising indebtedness – that, to our collective shame, we will bequeath to future generations.

The antiamendment trade-off-denial speech depicted the balanced budget amendment as yet

one more ploy by antigovernment forces to strangle popular spending programs that these politicians do not dare attack directly. The balanced budget amendment would prevent flexible government responses to economic recessions and national emergencies. The balanced budget amendment is also profoundly unfair and inefficient. It is unfair to ask people in the present to pay out of pocket for all long-term improvements that they make to the education, transportation, and health-care systems that will be available to people of the future. And it is inef-
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icient because it will stifle initiative in areas where government can make an important long-term difference, such as promoting economic growth and scientific and technological innovation.

In the moderately complex trade-off statement, the speaker concedes the legitimacy of both perspectives and then comes down emphatically on one side. In the high complexity trade-off statement, the speaker not only acknowledges the legitimacy of the competing perspectives but specifies that the positions which one takes hinge, in part, on how skeptical one is about the American political system and, in part, on how effectively one believes government can direct resources to programs that will lay the basis for long-term prosperity. Does one believe, for example, that the government can intervene—in hard times—to reinvigorate the economy by creating jobs and guaranteeing everyone a minimal standard of living? The speaker then announces that based on his answers to these questions, he has come out solidly in opposition or support of the balanced budget amendment (in an effort once again to hold the perceived issue position constant across experimental conditions).

Three results merit special mention. First, priming or making accessible widely held stereotypes of trade-off reasoning had a big effect. Subjects primed by the thoughtful statesman script became increasingly positive toward complex trade-off arguments (rating the speaker as balanced, thoughtful, and even wise), and increasingly negative toward simple arguments that denied or minimized trade-offs (rating the speaker as simplistic, rigid, and intolerant). Second, subjects primed by the script for the principled leader moved in exactly the opposite directions. They responded more positively to the speaker who denied trade-offs (rating the speaker as strong and decisive), and less positively to the speaker who depicted the choice process as balancing conflicting legitimate concerns (rating the speaker as confused, uncertain, and indecisive). This pattern of trait attributions fits neatly into a $2 \times 2$ Peabody (1967) plot that allows us to sort out the positive and negative connotative meanings that people attach to the denotative dimension of simplicity complexity reasoning (Tetlock, Berry, and Peterson 1993). Third, control subjects who were not primed resembled subjects who had been exposed to the anticomplexity prime—a result that held especially strongly for subjects who scored highly on a self-report measure of dogmatism and intolerance of ambiguity. This pattern suggests that the principled leader script may be more spontaneously accessible than is the thoughtful statesman script. As a result, speakers who simply deny trade-offs may often have an advantage over their more complex counterparts.

A final study explored reactions to simple or complex trade-off reasoning in arguably the most polarized of all political debates in the last
few decades, namely, abortion. Using a brief questionnaire to classify undergraduates in a large subject pool as either unequivocally pro-life, unequivocally pro-choice, or deeply ambivalent, this study assessed the reactions of subjects with strong "priors" to a political figure who took a pro or anti abortion stand and who did so in one of three ways: by denying that any trade-off was involved whatsoever and declaring that there was an unambiguous correct answer; by acknowledging that trade-offs existed and that there was uncertainty about the right answer (there was a risk of compromising one or another sacred value, e.g., life versus liberty); or by acknowledging the highly complex nature of the trade-offs involved by noting not only the legitimacy of conflicting sentiments but by specifying philosophical perspectives that should incline us to judge one or the other risk to be more or less acceptable.

Three findings again merit mention. First, the more complex the trade-off rationale that a politician offers for a pro-life or pro-choice stand, the less trusted and respected that politician is by those on the politician's side. We call this the "traitor" effect. The politician is, in the eyes of supporters, guilty of treasonous thoughts by failing to reject the other side's perspective categorically. Second, offering a complex trade-off rationale for a policy position on abortion does not gain the politician much approval from the other side, even though the politician acknowledges the legitimacy of their perspective. If anything, there is a trend in the opposite direction. Political partisans find it galling that someone can recognize the legitimacy of their point of view but not agree with it. Third, practitioners of complex trade-off rhetoric do at least enjoy an advantage among people who are "deeply ambivalent" on the issue of abortion. This group does indeed respond more positively to complex trade-off rhetoric.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

It is useful to be explicit about the implications of these initial results for both our image of human nature and for democratic political theory. With respect to human nature, people appear neither to be hopelessly muddled incompetents when it comes to trade-offs (as a caricature of the cognitive literature might suggest) nor to be adroit practitioners of multivariate calculus who can perform conditional optimization problems in their sleep. That said, however, there is a lot of room in between. The emerging portrait of the trade-off reasoner is mixed. Many people believe that their core values do not conflict and they need to be prodded, sometimes poked pretty hard, into acknowledging that these values do conflict. But once primed to believe that trade-offs are a pervasive feature of political life, they become quite skeptical of rhetorical claims to have
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identified a dominant solution, often dismissing them as implausible, shrill, manipulative, and even demagogic.

With respect to democratic political theory, if we take sensitivity to trade-offs to be a necessary condition for thoughtful participation in a pluralistic polity, the current results offer grounds for both optimism and pessimism. Those inclined to see the glass a quarter full can point to ways of activating our latent potential to recognize value trade-offs and generate integrative solutions. They can also point to ways of stimulating skepticism toward politicians who bear trade-off-free policy packages and receptiveness toward politicians who tell us “painful truths” about conflicts between core values. But those inclined to see the glass three-quarters empty can point to the low frequency of trade-off reasoning in general; to the high frequency with which people deny even obvious trade-offs; to the great difficulty most people have in generating integrative solutions to those trade-offs they do recognize; to the far more enthusiastic response most people have to simple rhetoric that denies trade-offs than to complex trade-off rhetoric that acknowledges trade-offs; and to the ease with which taboo trade-offs can contaminate otherwise reasonable policy proposals, forcing politicians to retreat into simplistic cant or obfuscatory ruses. In short, the current findings hardly demonstrate that deliberative democracy is psychologically impossible, but they do highlight the opportunities that our judgmental weaknesses create for skillful political manipulators.
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